Advances in Acne Vulgaris Treatment

Strategies predicated on targeting multiple pathogenic features of acne—especially inflammation—are in the best interest of patients.

Acne is the most common skin problem in the United States.1 According to recent surveys, acne cases comprise over 60 percent of the cases seen by dermatologists. For context: the second highest category of patients, those seeking cosmetic services, constitute only about 20 percent of the average patient population in a dermatology clinic.2

Acne scarring is a common manifestation and occurs equally in male and female patients.3 A study by Dreno et al showed that while acne scarring was most prevalent in patients with severe acne, it also occurs in 33 percent to 36 percent of cases with “almost clear” to “mild” acne,4 and these findings have been noted in other studies, as well.5 More importantly, the presence of acne scars can negatively impact patients’ quality of life, including impaired self-image and psychological well-being, and is associated with feelings of anxiety, depression, lower self-esteem, anger, embarrassment, and humiliation.5-15 One study noted that individuals with acne scars have increased unemployment rates.10

Despite these consequences, or perhaps because of them, patients often delay seeking treatment. Although this trend is reasonable given the psychological impact of acne—and acne scars in particular—delaying treatment is often detrimental.

Important Safety Information

Indication: Epiduo® Forte (adapalene and benzoyl peroxide) Gel, 0.3%/2.5% is indicated for the topical treatment of acne vulgaris.

Adverse Events: In the pivotal study, the most commonly reported adverse reactions (≥1%) in patients treated with Epiduo Forte Gel were skin irritation, eczema, atopic dermatitis and skin burning sensation. Warnings/Precautions: Patients using Epiduo Forte Gel should avoid exposure to sunlight and sunlamps and wear sunscreen when sun exposure cannot be avoided. Erythema, scaling, dryness, stinging/burning, irritant and allergic contact dermatitis may occur with use of Epiduo Forte Gel and may necessitate discontinuation. When applying Epiduo Forte Gel, care should be taken to avoid the eyes, lips and mucous membranes.

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

Please see Brief Summary of Prescribing Information on page 6.
The degree of facial scarring present in acne is positively correlated with the duration of time before adequate acne treatment is initiated. Evidence is emerging that inflammation plays a significant role in the development of acne scars. More specifically, upregulation of toll-like receptor 2 (TLR-2) yields an inflammatory response that triggers downstream activation of matrix metalloproteinase proteins (MMPs), breakdown of collagen, and increased production of procollagen that contribute to scarring. Furthermore, individuals who develop scars have increased T helper cells in peri-lesional infiltrate relative to non-scarrers, suggestive of a more specific, but less effective, immune response in patients who scar.

The classical model of acne pathogenesis involves the interaction of four specific factors: an increase in sebum production under the influence of androgens during teenage years; an alteration in the keratinization process; Propionibacterium acnes (P. acnes) proliferation; and a release of inflammatory mediators into the skin. This has often been described as a linear process, with the increase in sebum production directly instigating the alteration in the keratinization process. As the follicle became sticky and clogged, the sebum built up behind the clog and served as nutrition for P. acnes. In turn, as P. acnes proliferated, free fatty acids were produced and lipases destroyed the lining of the follicle, leading to eventual rupture with the release of the inflammatory mediators into the skin.

For decades, it was also postulated that lesion progression was similarly linear, that the microcomedo was the precursor for all lesions that followed, and the microcomedo would become either an open or a closed comedone. In this model, the comedones eventually differentiated into inflammatory lesions, which later healed and produced scars.

A more nuanced view of lesion progression has emerged. Recent evidence suggests that although the microcomedone may be the primary lesion (and probably still the most common precursor lesion), pimples can arise from normal skin, as well. Both open and closed comedones, inflammatory lesions, and even scars can emerge from what is considered normal skin. The classical, linear model of acne development should be updated to include the influence of inflammation in the pathogenesis of acne vulgaris. There are now numerous studies demonstrating that subclinical inflammation precedes the formation of the microcomedone, and that inflammatory lesions may arise from clinically normal skin.

Evidence is also emerging about the role of the innate immune system in acne pathogenesis. Rather than being a linear process, acne development is, in fact, circuitous, with all four of the aforementioned factors interacting and influencing one another to drive formation of skin manifestations (Figure 1). Prominently, P. acnes appears to activate TLR 2 and TLR 4, which results in an increase in MMPs. At the same time, an increase in NF-kappa-B, AP1 cytokines, and chemokines causes hyperkeratinization, which allows the recruitment of leukocytes into the area and spurs a positive feedback loop of MMP recruitment, as well as activation of gelatinases and elastases that break down the dermal structure.

Despite all the complexity involved in acne pathogenesis, one thing remains clear: all pathways eventually lead to inflammation, and inflammation likely plays a significant role in scarring.

**ACNE AND ACNE SCARS**

There are myriad treatment options for acne scars, yet they remain a vexing clinical condition given the incomplete efficacy of management options. The clinical emphasis, therefore, should be on early initiation of treatment of acne, rather than its sequelae. More specifically, opportunities for earlier recognition that leads to earlier initiation of treatment should be identified, and serious effort should be made to break social stigmas that prevent patients from seeking the expertise of trained dermatologists for their acne.

According to evidence-based acne vulgaris treatment guidelines from the American Academy of Dermatology released in 2016, retinoids and benzoyl peroxide are at the core of topical acne therapy for all types of acne, including mild, moderate, and severe. Depending on the severity of acne, antibiotics, either topical or oral, may be added. Fundamentally, combination topical retinoid with benzoyl peroxide therapy targets multiple factors in the pathogenesis of acne, leading to more complete treatment. We believe that a byproduct of such an approach, predicated on shut-
ting down multiple components of the acne vulgaris pathologic pathway, is that it would serve to mediate the role of inflammation, thereby clearing acne and helping to prevent formation of scarring over time.

Though not always recognized as such, topical retinoids are potent anti-inflammatory molecules. Specifically, adapalene has been shown to inhibit release of proinflammatory mediators, modulate the epidermal immune system, stimulate collagen production, promote keratinization, and regulate cell turnover. There is evidence that the anti-inflammatory properties of this agent function in a dose response manner: In one study, adapalene 0.3% resulted in higher acne clearance rates in a faster amount of time compared with adapalene 0.1%.

Benzoyl peroxide is another critical component of the acne treatment armamentarium. It is a potent anti-bacterial that yields up to 90 percent reduction in \textit{P. acnes} in seven days; as well, it has indirect anti-inflammatory activity, via inhibition of reactive oxygen species and reduction of free fatty acids, and comedolytic properties.

**EPI DUO FORTE GEL: PHASE 3 STUDY RESULTS**

Epiduo® Forte (adapalene and benzoyl peroxide) Gel, 0.3%/2.5% is indicated for the topical treatment of acne vulgaris. It offers the efficacy of its individual ingredients in a convenient and easy to apply application. In the stringent phase 3 clinical trial, this agent was proven safe and well tolerated, resulting in greater efficacy over vehicle, even in severe acne manifestations.

The population of patients recruited to this study is noteworthy. A total of 286 patients were randomized to two once-a-day treatment groups: Epiduo Forte Gel (group 1; n=217) or vehicle gel (group 2; n=69). The primary endpoints were (1) success rate (defined as percentage of subjects who were “clear” or “almost clear” on the Investigator’s Global Assessment Scale [IGA]); (2) change in inflammatory lesion count; and (3) change in non-inflammatory lesion count. It is important to note that at baseline, 50 percent of the population was grade 3 on the IGA scale and 50 percent were IGA grade 4.

Overall, 33.7 percent and 11 percent of subjects in groups 1 and 2, respectively, achieved a 2-grade improvement in IGA score and “clear” or “almost clear.” In terms of inflammatory lesions, the mean absolute reduction in number of lesions was 27.8 (68.7 percent) and 13.2 (39.2 percent); for non-inflammatory lesions, these values were 40.5 (68.3 percent) and 19.7 (37.4 percent) in groups 1 and 2, respectively.

**APPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE**

The percent of patients achieving a 2-grade improvement in IGA score and “clear” or “almost clear” did not differ in the overall population until after week 4, but was statistically significantly better in the Epiduo Forte Gel arm than in the vehicle gel group at every point thereafter through week 12 (Figure 2a). However, in terms of reduction in both inflammatory and non-inflammatory lesions, differences were apparent at the 1 week follow-up and continued to get better over time, compared to the vehicle gel (Figures 2b and c).

Translating this finding to clinical practice, the implication is that patients will see dramatic reduction in lesion counts within a week of initiating treatment, even if they do not meet the strict definition of success at that time. Most dermatologists...
will likely agree that a rapid onset of benefit can give patients confidence that their treatment is working, potentially leading to continued compliance.

Other clinically relevant findings from this study can be appreciated in an analysis of the subpopulation of patients with severe acne (IGA grade 4). Within this group, 31.9 percent of those in group 1 (Epiduo Forte; n=106) and 11.8 percent in group 2 (vehicle gel; n=34) achieved at least 3-grade improvement on the IGA scale and “clear” or “almost clear.” The mean absolute reduction of inflammatory lesions was -37.25 and -14.28, while the mean absolute reduction of non-inflammatory lesions was -46.33 and -17.82 in groups 1 and 2, respectively (Figure 3).

Additionally, within the subgroup of patients with severe acne at baseline, Epiduo Forte Gel demonstrated a significantly greater success rate compared to vehicle with a treatment difference of 20.1 percent (31.9 percent vs. 11.8 percent; 95 percent CI; p = 0.029). This translated to an 11 percent difference between active treatments in favor of Epiduo Forte Gel.

While generalizing findings from clinical trials to general practice is difficult, we believe these data demonstrate that Epiduo Forte Gel is efficacious across the spectrum of acne severity. The data among severe acne sufferers is at least comparable to that in the overall population. This should supply confidence to providers as to the robustness and validity of findings from the clinical trial.

**ADDITIONAL CONTEXT: THE IMPORTANCE OF TRIAL DESIGN**

While the results of the phase 3 trial are impressive on their own, they should be understood in the context of the study’s design. Mean reduction of acne lesion provides a semi-objective measure of efficacy (although one that is subject to investigator bias) and has been used as an endpoint in clinical trials since 1966. However, in the view of the FDA, “Use of lesion count assessments alone as an endpoint may be less than reliable because of the lack of appreciation for the variable expression of acne vulgaris with a strictly quantitative definition.”

As such, in addition to lesion counts, investigators in the trial were also tasked with assessing the quality of the acne lesions using the IGA scale. These regulatory requirements are in turn a consideration when selecting a study population. If, for example, only patients with mild acne (i.e., IGA 2) are enrolled, only a one-step improvement is necessary to achieve clear or almost clear (IGA 1). Whereas, enrolling moderate patients (IGA 3), or even severe acne (IGA 4), establishes a much higher bar for success.

What is unique about the Epiduo Forte Gel phase 3 study, then, is that 50 percent of the study population was comprised of individuals with severe acne (IGA 4). In fact, this was the first topical acne clinical trial to include such a significant proportion of severe acne subjects. Because the study used stringent efficacy requirements, it may be the case that certain cases that did not qualify for success had clinically important benefits represented in secondary outcomes. For example, a patient with 194 total lesions (82 inflammatory) at baseline who had 85 percent clearance by study end is deemed a failure, despite reduction to 30 total lesions (13 inflammatory). Our collective clinical assessment of such a patient is that significant clearance of acne vulgaris is likely to make a patient very happy.

**SAFETY AND TOLERABILITY**

Epiduo Forte Gel was well tolerated in the clinical trial, including among the subpopulation of patients with severe acne—a subset one would expect to have a more profound response to the dual active ingredients. Tolerability, including skin dryness, erythema, scaling, and stinging and/or burning were infrequent and comparable in all treatment groups (Figure 4).
CONCLUSION

A growing body of evidence is reforming the classic model of acne vulgaris pathogenesis. Whereas we previously believed acne formation to be a linear process, a more dynamic model is emerging, wherein skin manifestations typically associated with mild, moderate, or severe disease are understood to emerge at any stage of severity. Fundamentally, a growing appreciation of the role of inflammation in acne vulgaris etiology challenges our notions of acne severity and how it relates to formation of pimples. It seems evident that strategies aimed at impacting the inflammatory cascade would yield benefit across the range of acne severity.

As in many areas of medicine, there is growing appreciation for the benefits of early recognition and initiation of treatment of acne vulgaris. We believe that achieving such a treatment paradigm would be greatly facilitated by efforts to increase awareness among the risk of scarring associated with acne. We look forward to ongoing research that elucidates the potential psychological consequences of acne and how they may be overcome.

In the meantime, dermatologists can be confident that very good treatment options are available that significantly reduce acne vulgaris lesion counts and improve subjective grading across the gamut of severity. Combination Epiduo Forte Gel offers the efficacy of adapalene and benzoyl peroxide in a convenient and easy to apply application. The most common adverse events reported in clinical trials were erythema, scaling, dryness, stinging/burning, irritant and allergic contact dermatitis.

The results of a phase 3 clinical trial show this agent to be safe and well tolerated, as well as highly effective in treating acne, including among individuals with severe disease manifestations.

The results of the phase 3 clinical trial are highly intriguing and relatable to regular clinical practice. The particular study design and population of patients included in the analysis should supply additional confidence that the data are highly significant for the kinds of patients dermatologists encounter on a regular basis.
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BRIEF SUMMARY

This summary contains important information about EPIDUO FORTE (Ep-Do-Oh For-Tay) Gel. It is not meant to take the place of your doctor’s instructions. Read this information carefully before you start using EPIDUO FORTE Gel. Ask your doctor or pharmacist if you do not understand any of this information or if you want to know more about EPIDUO FORTE Gel. For full Prescribing Information and Patient Information, please see the package insert.

WHAT IS EPIDUO FORTE GEL?

EPIDUO FORTE Gel is a prescription medicine used on the skin (topical) to treat acne vulgaris. Acne vulgaris is a condition in which the skin has blackheads, whiteheads, and pimples.

WHO IS EPIDUO FORTE GEL FOR?

EPIDUO FORTE Gel is for use in people 12 years of age and older. It is not known if EPIDUO FORTE Gel is safe and effective for children younger than 12 years old.

Do not use EPIDUO FORTE Gel for a condition for which it was not prescribed. Do not give EPIDUO FORTE Gel to other people, even if they have the same symptoms you have. It may harm them.

WHAT SHOULD I TELL MY DOCTOR BEFORE USING EPIDUO FORTE GEL?

Before you use EPIDUO FORTE Gel, tell your doctor if you:

- have other skin problems, including cuts or sunburn.
- have any other medical conditions.
- are pregnant or planning to become pregnant. It is not known if EPIDUO FORTE Gel can harm your unborn baby. Talk to your doctor if you are pregnant or planning to become pregnant.
- are breastfeeding or plan to breastfeed. It is not known if EPIDUO FORTE Gel passes into your breast milk and if it can harm your baby. Talk to your doctor about the best way to feed your baby if you use EPIDUO FORTE Gel.

Tell your doctor about all of the medicines you take, including prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. Using other topical acne products may increase the irritation of your skin when used with EPIDUO FORTE Gel.

WHAT SHOULD I AVOID WHILE USING EPIDUO FORTE GEL?

- You should avoid spending time in sunlight or artificial sunlight, such as tanning beds or sunlamps. EPIDUO FORTE Gel can make your skin sensitive to sun and the light from tanning beds and sunlamps. You should use sunscreen and wear a hat and clothes that cover the areas treated with EPIDUO FORTE Gel if you have to be in the sunlight.
- You should avoid weather extremes such as wind and cold as this may cause irritation to your skin.
- You should avoid applying EPIDUO FORTE Gel to cuts, abrasions and sunburned skin.
- You should avoid skin products that may dry or irritate your skin such as medicated or harsh soaps, astringents, cosmetics that have strong skin drying effects and products containing high levels of alcohol, spices or limes.
- You should avoid the use of “waxing” as a hair removal method on skin treated with EPIDUO FORTE Gel.
- EPIDUO FORTE Gel may bleach your clothes or hair. Allow EPIDUO FORTE Gel to dry completely before dressing to prevent bleaching of your clothes.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT

EPIDUO® FORTE

(adapalene and benzoyl peroxide) Gel, 0.3% / 2.5%

WHAT ARE THE MOST COMMON SIDE EFFECTS OF EPIDUO FORTE GEL?

EPIDUO FORTE Gel may cause serious side effects including:

- Local skin reactions. Local skin reactions are most likely to happen during the first 4 weeks of treatment and usually lessen with continued use of EPIDUO FORTE Gel. Signs and symptoms of local skin reaction include:
  - Redness
  - Dryness
  - Scaling
  - Stinging or burning

Tell your doctor right away if these side effects continue for longer than 4 weeks or get worse; you may have to stop using EPIDUO FORTE Gel.

These are not all of the possible side effects of EPIDUO FORTE Gel. For more information, ask your doctor or pharmacist.

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA at www.fda.gov/medwatch or call 1-800-FDA-1088. You may also contact GALDERMA LABORATORIES, L.P. at 1-866-735-4137.

HOW SHOULD I USE EPIDUO FORTE GEL?

- Use EPIDUO FORTE Gel exactly as your doctor tells you to use it. EPIDUO FORTE Gel is for use on the skin only (topical). Do not use EPIDUO FORTE Gel in or on your mouth, eyes or vagina.
- Apply EPIDUO FORTE Gel 1 time a day.
- Do not use more EPIDUO FORTE Gel than you need to cover the treatment area. Using too much EPIDUO FORTE Gel or using it more than 1 time a day may increase your chance of skin irritation.

APPLYING EPIDUO FORTE GEL:

- Wash the area where the Gel will be applied with a mild or soapless cleanser and pat dry.
- EPIDUO FORTE Gel comes in a pump. Depress the pump to dispense a small amount (about the size of a pea) of EPIDUO FORTE Gel and spread a thin layer over the affected area.
- Wash your hands after applying the Gel.

WHERE SHOULD I GO FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT EPIDUO FORTE GEL?

- Talk to your doctor or pharmacist.
- Go to www.EPIDUOFORTE.com or call 1-866-735-4137.
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